2013, July 4

THURSDAY NIGHT CALL

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH THURSDAY NIGHT.
● CLICK ON “STARGATE ROUND TABLE” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH
THE WORDS PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Phone Numbers:

530 – 413 - 9537
530 - 763 – 1594
502 - 746 – 0341

BBS Toll Free

888-429-5471 [good for all of North America]

Host:

MariettaRobert

Opening Meditation:

MariettaRobert

Astrology: Annie Rose
● Mercury went retrograde on June 26th, goes direct on July ?? - means difficulty with communications

Cancer is home; Aquarius is the public
● The US is considered to be Cancer – the Mercury retrograde will bring about instability

Pluto and Uranus are squaring each other, not too good - Pluto is in Capricorn opposing America;
● Uranus is in Aries, squaring it – Aries is feisty and the one demanding accountability. The last time Pluto was

in Capricorn , the coal industry was in power. Says that the Administration is thinking of taking control of
the shale industry as it did the coal industry.
● Could also be tax increases – says it is the people who have money who open up the new industries, etc etc –
hope they are not attacked too severely by the gov't – could be cutting off our nose to spite our face
Saturn will turn direct soon, in Scorpio – things coming forth will be rectified or proven; there will be more
work and responsibility for us when it turns direct
● Will have financial concerns, yet on the 12 th – will spend more time with what we want to do, rather than what
we should be doing. The US will seek more teamwork with other countries; Egypt is in the spot light at
the moment, but other countries will also see their peoples stand up and row
● Found it disturbing that the major TV channels are showing the trial about the child in Florida – there is so
much other stuff happening around the planet; unfortunate what happened, but they should be keeping
people abreast of what is happening – so much potential for things to be said incorrectly or unhappily –
the words must not be misconstrued and that is so possible!
● Have to be sure the US does not make the wrong decisions before July 20 th – sending troops overseas where
they would not be so welcome is not wise.
MR: sounds like we have to be careful what we say, especially to our family
AR: yes – when Mercury is in Cancer, the home is affected greatly, including our loved ones, our friends
T: hopes she is feeling better; AR did feel better especially after she heard about the prayers; has found the
vitamins and minerals help
T: the earth bed would also help AR – would help with the weakness of muscles
MR: lists the next 3 weeks guests:
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● asks about people being scheduled and having troubles with the phones – is this part of it?
AR: things pop up like about the 100 gallons of water on her basement floor!
T: there is a scene they get from their sources: there is the old order gov't / 13 families which control in the form
of the Republicans; and the NESARA people which is Barack and spiritual ethics
● hoping that this split gov't will not do anything - they will do just what you don't want them to do! The 14
controllers of the Republican party committed treason on the day when Obama was inaugurated
● vis-á-vis cutting off your nose to spite your face: the wealthy people have been given a dead line - their
intent is to become richer and get rid of the middle class; they have until the end of July and if they do
not give away more than 50% of their wealth away, they will be arrested for economic treason – she
asks AR to comment on this
● July 29th looks like the chance to make a big breakthrough – 7 different planets connected to the moon on that
day – it is also the last quarter moon.

AR: after midnight, July 29th EST, the moon goes into Cancer – the moon is the 2 nd most powerful light in the
heavens and it will be favouring Cancerians, esp the US – definitely a break through
● Also have Mars in Virgo and Mercury mind/communication conjunct Virgo, and the sun will be in Virgo – all in
the 3rd house of communication [Virgo] in a favourable manner.
● We may find out – in Egypt, many people blaming the USA for having President Morsi – she does not think the
US put him in, though they did promise him help by giving $ for arms and the training of soldiers –
promised Egypt $300 billion – people do not understand the benefits to the US helping other countries
like access to air space, for example – these are the communications which are mixed up now, but after
the 20th will be understood better
● Syria and others are blaming the US too
AR: truly enjoyed the meditation tonight
MR: Angelsu asked for this one tonight as she could not be here!
Hard News:
T: in spite of it seeming slow, things are going faster than ever!
● Thom Hartmann: the demand for German exports is not happening; bad weather in central south Germany is
costing huge amounts; 10% increase in filings for bankruptcy
● China's market is contracting rapidly – at Christmas time, 60 Minutes went to China and showed city
after city with houses and apartments and no one in them: the cost is way too high, and American
companies are putting factories there and keeping the workers in compounds.
● The trade between Germany and China has fallen off the cliff
● Before the floods, German companies were already struggling – it is not just about China – it is really
the US who started this with Reaganonomics: Nixon really started this – it was Bush Sr who committed
treason because he was selling arms to the Iranians, an enemy of the state. Reagan was just a puppet
of Mr Schirff from the beginning – the country has been at a facade level of being strong for the New
World Order – which is really the old world order!
T: Last Saturday, a caller read a whole article that went back to Organic Columbia Act of 1871
[SEE BELOW]
● the original true constitution was in 1774; the country was founded under the Masonic law of the light
and under the Moorish Banner
● in 1776, Jefferson tried to end slavery; the south said no – so he took all this out:
● today is Declaration of Independence day - Morgan Freeman and other took excerpts from Howard Zinn and
other people so T & R are presenting this to present the positive
● the news is horrendous – Syria, the drone strikes – yet don't be sad about Egypt
● because of the split in our country which is the 13 families wanting to hold on to the power in this country,
having to do with the purse strings and pushing fossil fuels, Morsi got more money on the anniversary of
his coming to office
● a judge has taken Morsi's place –
● doesn't know about Mohamed ElBaradei, [Diplomat who worked with Hans Blix; he was the Director
General of the International Atomic Energy Agency] - he would set things straight; he knows 9/11 is an
inside job – being blocked by the 13 families because he knows all
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● Some things are getting a bad rap – Gitmo Bay is not about Obama
● About 100 have lost anywhere from 40 – 60 lbs since Feb and the description of the violence with
which they are force fed – the tubes are not cleaned, the men bleed from their noses; the “nurses” are
groping them and sexually violating them
● Our young men at the age of 20 are behaving in unspeakable ways!
● A couple of members have been there for a long time – they are being represented by people from the
Constitutional Law Center, members of which are bringing forth the letters written by a couple of them
● One man has been cleared for 3.5 years; his wife and 3 young children live in London – he was
picked up when the US invaded Afghanistan – he has done nothing! He wrote the long letter and
describes what happens – talks about the groping and the assault: he called out that it was not a search
but sadism; this has also happened to others – the man from Kenya: why are they doing this? We had
peace in the early days with Obama - this system is as it was under George Bush
● Abdul Hadi Forash – a Syrian National also wrote – cleared for release on 2010; described the assault
and then the force feeding process
● The most positive thing: they are getting people who are aware of their plight and there is a sense of
solidarity both between all the prisoners and with people outside the prison
R: talked to Katherine [works with KOS in his office – his girl Friday] for a bit: how is this going down?
Her answer: There are a lot of scenarios in play at the moment; has everything to do with the
announcements and the arrests
MR: arrests are happening??
R: Katherine explained that the Axis of Evil countries [Korea, Iran and Syria] – now all of South America and
Asian countries are being monitored by the US – all except the European countries – all are now
considered friends of one or the other of the Axis of Evil countries – THIS IS NOT BARACK!
● She reminded that Obama was elected WITHIN NESARA LAW - this is Hillary, the Republicans, the
13 families
T: This is a hollow shell of a 4th of July – until announcements, the people are not really free. 1St has to be
arrests.
● Katherine confirmed that there is a global arrest warrant for Bush and Cheney who did 9/11 and
started this wound that is getting worse:
● there has to be a public announcement of NESARA law
● things appear divided yet there were demonstrations across the country by the people ACROSS THE
COUNTRY on abortion and all kinds of issues – people were on the streets, not watching football!!!
● The atmosphere is ripe for spiritual evolution: when the signal is given and the military grid is shut down –
● since Dec 21/12 – the military grid can be shut down and not affect the civilian grid
MR: have we heard this before?
T: it started with Dr Keshe saying he has the technology to shut down the military grid;
● THIS IS THE FIRST TIME WE HAVE HEARD ANYONE FROM KOS' OFFICE SAY THIS
● THIS MEANS WE ARE READY TO DO THIS – IT CAN BE DONE WITHOUT CREATING HAVOC
ACROSS THE COUNTRY.
CL: gets what is going on!
● Then the true whistleblowers can come forward; it will sound like an air raid when we had to get under desks!
The galactics at the same time will be broadcasting the Solfeggio scales on the planetary grid!
WOW!!!
T: It will bring calm as the same time – being given the happy camper pill!
● Who will be on stage: Obama, Bill Clinton, KOS, Valerie Plame, Amy Goodman, Naomi Klein, Naomi
Wolf, JFK Sr and others
CL: was listening to mother/father god last night; St Germain was being channeled last night
● spoke of those who will surprise us as double agents – things going on behind the scenes
● no longer “soon” - it's happening right now!
T: she took a chance: the RT folks get their labels mixed up – she ended up seeing Larry King and he had on 3
persons on – 2 were at the citizens hearing, 1 was the sceptic: very powerful program.
● One of the ex -C-A officers told his story: this is real; I am an insider and this is a cover-up – I am not a
crazy sceptic it is real and shut that guy up [the middle one] [the cover-up refers to the galactic story!]
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Audio: Morgan Freeman introduces the background to the Declaration of Independence; says it was written to
be read out loud and the reading begins
Hollywood actors read the Declaration of Independence
– YouTube
www.youtube.com/watch?v=dgMblHUhwK0
14:25► 14:25

Published on 28 Jan 2013

A group of Hollywood actors read the Declaration of Independence. In order of appearance: Morgan
Freeman, Mel Gibson, Michael Douglas, Kathy Bates, Kevin Spacey, Whoopi Goldberg, Edward
Norton, Renee Zellweger, Lucy Liu, Ming Na, Winona Ryder, Benicio del Toro, Graham Greene.
T: refers back to the article: Two Constitutions in the United States. 1St was suspended in favour of a
Vatican Corporation in 1871
● We are now in a position to declare real freedom and bring up the constitution in the Bruton Vault – the south
would only sign the constitution if it was for white men and so on; the original Constitution puts the rights
of women first, then of the natural world, of animals,
Upcoming Guest List
July 11th - Dr Olry
July 18th - Frank Chille
July 25th - Director Craig Campobono the movie was written by Frank Sranges about Valiant Thor who lived
under the white House for 3 years
Caller1: with all that is happening, how are the people with no clue going to handle all this?
CL: the reason we have had these roundtables for all these years; we will have the concern for those folks
● there will be energy offered to all these people – it is our job for these on these calls to hold the place
of balance
T: have to be living under a rock not to notice what is being on main stream TV: everyone on earth should know
what is going on with the banksters – anyone who has lost their home or their land can get it back, free
and clear; the people who lost their lives in 9/11 have the right to come back in their bodies – they have
the right to decide if they want to do this
● this will be done in a way that everyone should feel so much better, except the ones at the top
Caller1: lots of TV does not show this kind of stuff
T: MSNBC is now considered main stream given the number of viewers
● there are radio programs talking some real true stuff; NPR is coming back
● Tells the story of Michael Moore breaking in on Wolf Blitzer on CNN and going after him for 30 minutes
for not telling the truth
● There are 80 Million people in Egypt, and 33 Million are on the streets! This is a HUGE DEAL!
Caller 2: what's happening with Snowden and Putin?
T: they are working on getting him help with the galactics – the rest of the world is way ahead of the US;
● all of Russia long ago accepted galactic presence – would not be a problem to have Snowden
beamed up and dropped off in Bolivia or Venezuela –
● all of South America has gone into solidarity over what happened to Eva Morales – they are kicking out
all the European ambassadors in response to the insult!
Caller3: asking if the ones doing arrests having guts or backbone?
T: the White Knights have been doing this for 33 years – large numbers of these ones are already in ship prisons
around the country; the biggest concern is the people in the US who insist on staying asleep!!!
Caller3: wants them to raise hell!
T: This is a stage we go through; we now have to have the consciousness for radical forgiveness – stretch
beyond the place of how mad you are and get to that forgiveness; we do not want to repeat history
● Has not been long: 33 years for 13,000 years is long enough, and we have to wrap our heads around 7.4
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billion people. This country [US] is the empire, has had the most and even though Britain has colonized
the US and the Vatican owns Britain – that is the reality – and now people are not listening and taking
the power into their own hands
● In Egypt, don't forget the pyramid at Giza and the energies from there
R: Also there is an increasing serendipity that asks do you really want an adventure?
T: there is a global ground crew now – people in the streets in Hong Kong – control in China has been so severe;
yet good things are happening - this has been the first time a Chinese president has come to the US to
talk about getting NESARA enacted –
● None of us can forget what has been happening behind the scenes – it has been 24/7, 365 days a year
endeavour for the White Knights
● there has been splintering in the Light worker core – since 1999, lots of events behind the scenes that reveal
who can be trusted or not – on both sides of the fence – so the republicans and the democrats got
together to do immigration reform, and someone said we will put up a berlin wall here, and the rest of the
world is asking why you do that when the Mexicans have gone through hell because of US drug wars?
R: Mt Popocatepetl in Mexico – flights suspended to and from Mexico City
T: The next place to be concerned after Mexico would be New York City – Edgar Cayce talked of it, too, being
concerned about that area going under water – brings up the idea of the money to be set aside to build a
wall along that coast to keep out the water! May be a bit late.
CL: She is only an hour from NYC, close to Delaware River
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6 US airlines cancel flights into Mexico City due to volcanic eruption

By Associated Press, Updated: Thursday, July 4, 6:44 PM
MEXICO CITY — At least six U.S. airlines cancelled 47 flights into and out of the Mexico City and Toluca airports
Thursday after the Popocatepetl volcano spewed ash, steam and glowing rocks, airport officials said.
Mexico City airport spokesman Jorge Gomez said U.S. Airways, Delta, United, American and Alaska Airlines
cancelled the flights as a precaution. But he said the airport otherwise continues to operate normally and that by
Thursday afternoon no ash had reached the area, about 40 miles (70 kilometers) northwest from the volcano .
http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/the_americas/6-us-airlines-cancel-flights-into-mexico-city-due-to-volcaniceruption/2013/07/04/074ac554-e50c-11e2-bffd-37a36ddab820_story.html
T: last time this happened, millions of people died and there was so much lying about how many died
T: D'yanna told them about something going on across the nation: a volunteer group of farmers is boxing
organic food and other items, and giving it to people like D'Yanna's buddhist friends in Idaho city for $25 a box,
enough for 3-4 weeks: www.Bountifulbaskets.org
MR: knows of a company which has a vision to have food for everyone – interesting to see how pieces of the
puzzle fit
T: Maybe MR's group could interface with the other one and work together.
MR: has received an instructional video about how to grow food and infuse it with vibrations that are so very
supportive; also about saving seeds and having them to grow with
Closing: Cathy Lauren
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REFERENCE MATERIAL RELATED TO THE NOTES

2013, June 20

Two Constitutions in the United States. 1st was suspended in favor of
a Vatican Corporation in 1871

Since 1871 the United States president and the United States Congress has been playing politics under a
different set of rules and policies. The American people do not know that there are two Constitutions in the
United States. The first penned by the leaders of the newly independent states of the United States in 1776. On
July 4,1776, the people claimed their independence from Britain and Democracy was born. And for 95 years the
United States people were free and independent. That freedom ended in 1871 when the original “Constitution for
the united states for America” was changed to the “THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA”.

Pope meeting with the board of directors of The Vatican Bank
The Congress realized that the country was in dire financial straits, so they made a financial deal with the devil –
international bankers — (in those days, the Rothschilds of London ) thereby incurring a DEBT to said bankers.
The conniving international bankers were not about to lend the floundering nation any money without some
serious stipulations. So, they devised a way of taking back control of the United States and thus, the Act of 1871
was passed. With no constitutional authority to do so, Congress created a separate form of government for the
District of Columbia.
With the passage of “the Act of 1871” a city state (a state within a state) called the District of Columbia located
on 10 sq miles of land in the heart of Washington was formed with its own flag and its own independent
constitution – the United States’ secret second constitution.

The flag of Washington’s District of Columbia has 3 red stars, each symbolizing a city state within the three city
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empire. The three city empire consists of Washington D.C., London, and Vatican City. London is the corporate
center of the three city states and controls the world economically. Washington’s District of Columbia city state is
in charge of the military, and the Vatican controls it all under the guise of spiritual guidance. Although
geographically separate, the city states of London, the Vatican and the District of Columbia are one interlocking
empire called “Empire of the City”
The constitution for the District of Columbia operates under tyrannical Vatican law known as “Lex Fori” (local
law). When congress passed the act of 1871 it created a separate corporation known as THE UNITED STATES
and corporate government for the District of Columbia. This treasonous act has unlawfully allowed the District of
Columbia to operate as a corporation outside the original constitution of the United States and in total disregard
of the best interests of the American citizens.

(POTUS Obama at the Vatican Corporate
headquarters)
POTUS is the Chief Executive (president) of the Corporation of the United States operating as any other CEO of
the corporation — governs w/a Board of Directors (cabinet officials) and managers (Senators/Congress) Obama
as others before him is POTUS — operating as “vassal king” taking orders once again from “The City of London”
through the RIIA (Royal Institute of Intl Affairs). The Illuminati (founded by the The Society of Jesus or Jesuits,
the largest Roman Catholic Religious Military Order headed by the Black Pope) created the Royal Institute of
International Affairs (RIIA) in 1919. The American equivalent to the RIIA is the Council of Foreign Relations
(CFR). The RIIA and CFR set up Round Table Groups (based on the King Arthur myths).
What did the Act of 1871 achieve? The ACT of 1871 put the United States back under British rule (which is under
Vatican rule). The United States people lost their independence in 1871.
THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA is the constitution of the incorporated UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA. It operates in an economic capacity and has been used to fool the People into thinking it
governs the Republic. It does not! Capitalization is NOT insignificant when one is referring to a legal document.
This seemingly “minor” alteration has had a major impact on every subsequent generation of Americans. What
Congress did by passing the Act of 1871 was create an entirely new document, a constitution for the government
of the District of Columbia, an INCORPORATED government.
Instead of having absolute and unalienable rights guaranteed under the organic Constitution, we the people now
have “relative” rights or privileges. One example is the Sovereign’s right to travel, which has now been
transformed (under corporate government policy) into a “privilege” that requires citizens to be licensed – driver’s
licenses and Passports. By passing the Act of 1871, Congress committed TREASON against the People who
were Sovereign under the grants and decrees of the Declaration of Independence and the organic Constitution.
The Act of 1871 became the FOUNDATION of all the treason since committed by government officials.
As of 1871 the United States isn’t a Country; It’s a Corporation! In preparation for stealing America, the puppets
of Britain’s banking cabal had already created a second government, a Shadow Government designed to
manage what “the people” believed was a democracy, but what really was an incorporated UNITED STATES.
Together this chimera, this two-headed monster, disallowed “the people” all rights of sui juris. [you, in your
sovereignty]
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The U.S.A. is a Crown Colony. The U.S. has always been and remains a British Crown colony. King James I, is
not just famous for translating the Bible into “The King James Version”, but for signing the “ First Charter of
Virginia” in 1606 — which granted America’s British forefathers license to settle and colonize America. The
charter guaranteed future Kings/Queens of England would have sovereign authority over all citizens and
colonized land in America.
After America declared independence from Great Britain, the Treaty of Paris, signed on September 3,1783 was
signed. That treaty identifies the King of England as prince of U.S. “ Prince George the Third, by the grace of
God, king of Great Britain, France, and Ireland, defender of the faith, duke of Brunswick and Lunebourg, archtreasurer and prince elector of the Holy Roman Empire etc., and of the United States of America “– completely
contradicting premise that America won The War of Independence.
Article 5 of that treaty gave all British estates, rights and properties back to Britain.
It is agreed that Congress shall earnestly recommend it to the legislatures of the respective states to provide
for the restitution of all estates, rights, and properties, which have been confiscated belonging to real British
subjects; and also of the estates, rights, and properties of persons resident in districts in the possession on his
Majesty’s arms and who have not borne arms against the said United States. And that persons of any other
decription shall have free liberty to go to any part or parts of any of the thirteen United States and therein to
remain twelve months unmolested in their endeavors to obtain the restitution of such of their estates, rights, and
properties as may have been confiscated; and that Congress shall also earnestly recommend to the several
states a reconsideration and revision of all acts or laws regarding the premises, so as to render the said laws or
acts perfectly consistent not only with justice and equity but with that spirit of conciliation which on the return of
the blessings of peace should universally prevail. And that Congress shall also earnestly recommend to the
several states that the estates, rights, and properties, of such last mentioned persons shall be restored to them,
they refunding to any persons who may be now in possession the bona fide price (where any has been given)
which such persons may have paid on purchasing any of the said lands, rights, or properties since the
confiscation.
And it is agreed that all persons who have any interest in confiscated lands, either by debts, marriage
settlements, or otherwise, shall meet with no lawful impediment in the prosecution of their just rights.
It is becoming increasingly apparent to American citizens that government is no longer being conducted in
accordance with the U.S. Constitution, or, within states, according to state constitutions. While people have
recognized for more than 150 years that the rich and powerful often corrupt individual officials, or exert undue
influence to get legislation passed that favors their interests, most Americans still cling to the naive belief that
such corruption is exceptional, and that most of the institutions of society, the courts, the press, and law
enforcement agencies, still largely comply with the Constitution and the law in important matters. They expect
that these corrupting forces are disunited and in competition with one another, so that they tend to balance one
another.
Mounting evidence makes it clear that the situation is far worse than most people think, that during the last
several decades the U.S. Constitution has been effectively overthrown, and that it is now observed only as a
façade to deceive and placate the masses. What has replaced it is what many call the Shadow Government –
created with the illegal passing of the Act of 1871. It still, for the most part, operates in secret, because its control
is not secure. The exposure of this regime and its operations must now become a primary duty of citizens who
still believe in the Rule of Law and in the freedoms which this country is supposed to represent.
Source:
presscore.ca

http://www.pakalertpress.com/2013/06/20/two-constitutions-in-the-united-states-1st-was-suspended-infavor-of-a-vatican-corporation-in-1871/
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